
Mangroves to Mountains 22 August 

 

Saturday dawned wet and gloomy and I was tempted to turn over and get some more 

sleep but, knowing that the six people who had signed up for the ride were of hardy 

stock, I rose to greet the day (and the drizzle). 

 

As it happened, three had registered for the 150 KM option, Dan, Daniel and Peter W, 

leaving four of us to the shorter version of the day’s ride. 

 

There was much debate prior to the Depart regarding the ability of raincoats to ward 

off rain. Consensus was that if enough of us carried wet weather gear the likelihood of 

actual precipitation during the course of the ride would reduce in direct proportion to 

the amount of gear carried. Although this principle is not based on science as we 

know it, the concept has been tried and tested by practical experimentation and is well 

established in cycling circles. 

 

We dutifully set off at the stroke of 7:00 AM on roads that remained wet for the first 

30 KMs sporting wet, muddy stripes up our backs, with the exception of Peter W who 

has devised a cunning rear fender to fit his BikeFriday. It’s amazing what can be done 

with a 45 cm length of corflute and the clip from a paint tin.  

 

Due to my usual lack of organisation, I gave the rest of the field about 5 minutes start 

and it was a good 20 KM before I caught Rosie, Anne and David, who were my 

comrades on the 100 KM loop. I know they’re reading this, so I will have to confess 

that it was less a case of actually catching them than their waiting at the top of 

Powerful Owl Hill to enjoy watching me trying not to look totally wasted as I gasped 

my way to the top. Daniel, who I had caught earlier, also enjoyed overtaking me at 

around this point, so I was providing entertainment all round. 

 

And so the five of us rode to the first checkpoint at the 45 KM mark, where we 

rejoined Dan and Peter W.  

 

As checkpoints go, Dayboro Bakery is pretty appealing, with a wide selection of 

pastries, coffee, cold drinks etc. and veranda seating for cyclists. The downside of all 

this is a tendency to remain at the scene for about 10 minutes longer than necessary. 

On this occasion, however, the 150KM riders sensibly left just as the rest of us were 

settling in for a discussion on most things cycling, particularly the magnificent 

showing by the QLD contingent at P-B-P.  

 

We did manage to tear ourselves away eventually and set off on the second and final 

leg in conditions that had suddenly turned hot and humid. As some of you will know 

the road from Dayboro to Petrie is a bit of a roller coaster and as we rode, I would 

watch Rosie lengthen her lead as the road rose and then watch the lead reduce as she 

coasted down hill followed by Anne and David and finally me, pedalling hard down 

hill to keep up. This process kept repeating until we ran out of hills and eventually 

regrouped on Anzac Ave, there being safety in numbers when cycling past the clover 

leaf exit from the Bruce Highway adjacent to North Lakes Shopping Centre. Saturday 

morning motorists can be very focussed individuals, but we had a good run on this 

occasion. 

 



The remainder of the ride was uneventful (the best a R.O. can hope for?) and we 

arrived at the finish just a minute over 5 hours. I knew we spent too long at the 

bakery! 

 

Just as the 100 KM people were about to drive away, Dan arrived, having completed 

the 150KM ride in only an hour more than we had taken for the 100KM.  Dan is 

certainly fast, and he did have to go to work in the afternoon, but did I mention we 

stayed a while at the Bakery?  

 

Daniel and Peter W also arrived in good shape and reported that the roads were still 

wet when they descended (and ascended) the steep sections on Campbell’s Pocket Rd, 

which enlivened their Mangroves to Mountains experience.  

 

And…. For those who might be wondering, we proved yet again that it won’t rain if 

enough riders take their raincoats. 


